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If You Build It, Will They Come?

How Baseball’s Antitrust Exemption Impacts Franchise Relocation

Christopher O’Shea*
I. Introduction

“The pleasure of rooting for Goliath is that you can expect to win. The pleasure of rooting for David is that, while you don’t know what to expect, you stand at least a chance of being inspired.”

It is no secret that owners of professional sporting franchises are living in a golden age of skyrocketing revenue and global excitement for sport. Baseball in particular has seen its revenue grow for fourteen consecutive years, approaching nearly ten billion dollars in 2016. However, while some large market teams like those in Chicago, New York, and Los Angeles are able to rake in millions of dollars in revenue, teams in smaller markets remain on the outside looking in. If the stars are aligned, some of these poorer teams are able to catch lightning in a bottle and achieve contender status, such as the small market Kansas City Royals from 2014-15, who reached consecutive World Series before winning in 2015, all with a payroll in the bottom half of the league.

However, for small market teams, this success always seems short lived. The same Royals who captivated baseball as a small market contender saw their performance plummet in 2016 when the team dealt with injuries to core players and won fourteen fewer games than they

---

1 Michael Lewis, MONEYBALL: THE ART OF WINNING AN UNFAIR GAME 158 (2003). (The 2002 Oakland Athletics had one of the lowest payrolls in baseball, yet won more games than the New York Yankees. With their small budget, the “David’s” of the Oakland A’s nearly took down the “Goliaths”, the New York Yankees in the playoffs, before losing in 5 games.)
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did the season prior, missing the playoffs. Out of the four major North American sports (football, basketball, hockey, and baseball), baseball is the lone sport that operates without a salary cap. The lack of a salary cap means that once a player reaches six years of service time spent in the league (after having a restriction on their salary during that time by the team who originally drafted or signed him), they have the opportunity to offer their services to play for any of the thirty teams in baseball for however high of a salary their agents are able to negotiate.

After six year of service time, players’ salaries can skyrocket, making it difficult for small market teams to keep their star players from leaving to another team. The quintessential example of a star player’s salary increase exponentially occurred after the 2000 season, where Alex Rodriguez set, at the time, the record for the largest free agent contract ever given to a baseball player. Because of this small window of cost controlled certainty of player salaries, small market teams such as those in Tampa Bay and Oakland are hard pressed to create a dynasty of successful teams year in and year out. Having cost-controlled players can lead to prolonged success, which the sport saw in the 1990’s when the Atlanta Braves won fourteen straight division titles, and the New York Yankees won the World Series four times in five years.

---

5 Dayn Perry, No, Baseball (still) doesn’t need a salary cap, CBS Sports, (December 5, 2013). (The strength of MLB’s player union has prevented ownership from achieving a hard salary cap, which would suppress player salaries and increase revenue for owners) http://www.cbssports.com/mlb/news/no-baseball-still-doesnt-need-a-salary-cap/
7 Id.
Simply put, these poorer teams in smaller markets do not have the same revenue streams that would allow them to give these huge contract offers to free agents, much less have the ability to afford to keep their own players once they become free agents. Loyalty only goes so far in professional sports. Teams operate first and foremost as a business, and as much as players may pretend that they play for “the love of the game,” the stark reality of the fact is that they play for the money. No matter how many years or how successful a player was with one franchise, when they see the dollar signs flashing in front of their eyes, it’s extremely difficult to say no to an enormous contract offer from a large market team. Former Cy Young award winner, and current Arizona Diamondback Zack Greinke confirmed this suspicion in 2013, saying that, “I could play for the worst team if they paid the most.”10

For a large market team, a big contract that loses its value to the team either due to a decline in performance, injury, or ineffectiveness is not the end of the world. However, when a small market team allocates anywhere from 20%-30% of their payroll to one player, ineffectiveness can hamstrung that team’s payroll for years.11 Because of these restraints in place for the smaller market teams, their owners consistently drum up public support for one source they believe will fix their problems: a new, publicly funded stadium that will increase a team’s revenue.12

It has become commonplace in the life of an American sports fan to turn on SportsCenter hoping to see highlights of last night’s game, only to inevitably hear the news of how a professional team, and its billionaire owner, are crying broke claiming they need hundreds of

---

millions of dollars in public funding to pay for a new stadium. Usually, if the public funding isn’t given to them for this new stadium, they will threaten to abandon their perfectly viable stadium and rabid fan base for greener pastures.13

This occurred as recently as in 2013 with the Chicago Cubs, when their inability to renovate Wrigley Field with public funds resulted in a veiled threat to Chicago politicians that the team was exploring potentially leaving Wrigleyville for the city of Rosemont.14 Down south in Atlanta, for example, the proud hosts of the 1996 Olympics decided that after less than twenty years of baseball being played in Turner Field that crumbling infrastructure and outdated amenities necessitated 1.1 billion dollars in tax-payer money to pay for a new stadium for the Atlanta Braves to remain a “viable professional sports franchise.” 15

In the football world, the St. Louis Rams, after twenty years of playing in what has been consistently rated one of the worst stadiums in professional sports due to cramped seating and poor views of the field,16 deserted the St. Louis metropolitan area for the bright lights of Hollywood. The start of the 2016 season was met with great fanfare for the new Los Angeles Rams franchise when they drew a raucous crowd of 70,000 fans on Monday Night Football to start the 2016 season.17 As happy as the fans of Los Angeles are to have a young, exciting team to root for, one only has to take a short drive north to look at another stadium situation play out in the city of Oakland.

The Oakland Athletics, once a highly successful franchise who brought World Championships to their city four times in eighteen years during the 1970’s, will play in a stadium shared with the Oakland Raiders through 2018. Unfortunately for the city of Oakland, things are not as exciting as their competitors in Los Angeles. The “O.co Coliseum”, one of the oldest stadiums in professional sports, has experienced poor maintenance, ancient amenities, and sewage issues that have resulted in waste overflowing in the pipes and into the players’ clubhouse.

Since the Athletics share their stadium with another franchise, and especially because it is in such poor condition compared to other teams in the league, Oakland’s ability to field a competitive payroll in comparison to the remainder of the league has contributed to low attendance, and consistently one of the lowest payrolls in baseball. With a situation this dire for the city of Oakland, one would expect that both franchises would simply wait until their lease expires, and move to a luxurious, modern stadium which likely would draw huge crowds and create an economic revival for a downtrodden urban area. Unfortunately, these two Oakland franchises are not afforded the same luxury of their counterparts in St. Louis and Atlanta.

This begs the question: why are some professional sports franchises able to move whenever, and wherever they please, even if it is in the territory of their competitors?
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20 MLB Team Payrolls, http://www.stevetheump.com/Payrolls.htm  
21 Joe Nocera, N.F.L. Stadiums in Las Vegas May Be an Ego Boost, but Not an Economic One, N.Y. Times, (Oct. 21, 2016) http://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/22/sports/football/las-vegas-raiders-nfl-stadium.html?_r0 (Explaining how new stadiums do not bring an economic benefit to a new city, and that they only create temporary jobs).
This article will explore this issue and propose solutions to why some professional franchises are able to relocate into new stadiums publically funded through taxpayer dollars, and why some teams are unable to do so.

First, this article will discuss the legislative history of baseball’s antitrust exemption, examining how the effects of this precedent have impacted a team’s ability to move their franchises into new stadiums and territories. Second, this article will examine the similarities and differences between the struggles the Tampa Bay Rays faced when baseball expanded in the 1990s, and how issues with their stadium have adversely impacted their ability to field a contending team. Additionally, this article will look at the franchise relocation of the Montreal Expos, and how that move impacted the Oakland A’s failed bid to move to San Jose. Finally, this article will evaluate what the future of stadium relocation holds for major league franchises, and how teams with stadium problems such as the Oakland A’s and Tampa Bay Rays negatively impact baseball’s parity between winning and losing teams.

II. Background

The Sherman Antitrust Act was codified in 1890 with the goal of prohibiting certain business activities, which federal government regulators deemed to be anti-competitive. The economic rationale behind the Act is that when firms (businesses, companies, etc.) compete, consumers are able to purchase goods from a wider selection, with varying levels of quality at the lowest possible prices. Accordingly, these protections were put in place to protect consumers, and ensure economic prosperity through competitive business markets. Baseball received this exemption to operate in an anti-competitive manner in 1922.

---

As part of the antitrust exemption, owners of Major League Baseball teams have the ability to block the move of another, competing franchise into their designated territory on the basis of wanting to protect a team’s market share in that area.\(^24\) Additionally, the sport of baseball operates as a joint venture, or a “partnership with a purpose,” which allows baseball teams to produce a product that they could not market on their own: baseball games between two competing teams. In any either type of market, the way baseball operates would be a violation of the Act, and would therefore be deemed “anti-competitive”.

Further, because this exemption is in place, teams are free to operate how they choose. In the beginning part of baseball’s history, this exemption created a highly unique system that allowed the game to develop freely, in a manner that would be considered anti-competitive in any other market in the United States. The impact of this has created a host of intricacies and nuances that has impacted the way that Major league Baseball is played, and run, as a business.

A. Baseball’s Antitrust Judicial History

Baseball’s antitrust exemption came into fruition with the historical, impactful decision of *Federal Baseball Club of Baltimore, Inc. v. National League of Professional Baseball.*\(^25\) The President of the Baltimore Terrapins, a member of the defunct Federal League, which folded in 1915, refused a buyout of his franchise because the team insisted on having a baseball franchise in the city of Baltimore.\(^26\) The owner of the Terrapins sued the National and American Leagues claiming that they were conspiring to monopolize baseball by destroying the Federal League.\(^27\)

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, in a unanimous opinion, held that because the inherent nature of the business of baseball was to provide an exhibition of games between teams, baseball


\(^{25}\) 259 U.S. 200 (1922).

\(^{26}\) Id.

\(^{27}\) Id.
was an intrastate “affair.” This meant that baseball could not be subjected to interstate commerce regulations, and therefore baseball was deemed outside the scope of Sherman Antitrust Act. The court mistakenly determined that there was something inherently local about Major League Baseball, which later proved to be untrue. It may have looked intrastate in nature due to teams operating in different cities in different states, but in 1922, none of these things mattered. Because the court saw baseball only as an exhibition of local teams, operating locally, the precedent was set and baseball’s exemption from antitrust law still stands today.

Baseball operated as an antitrust exempt business for the next three decades before its exemption was challenged again in a per curiam brief by the Supreme Court in Toolson v. New York Yankees. The Court held in Toolson that the main holding in Federal Baseball would still apply, and that baseball was for the business of “providing public baseball games for profit between clubs of professional baseball players, and was thus not within the scope of federal antitrust laws.” The Court, utilizing stare decisis, determined that in the thirty plus years since the Federal Baseball decision, baseball had developed its rules and operations based on that holding, creating settled expectations that would be disturbed if the Court decided to make changes thirty years later.

The Court felt that because professional baseball franchises had made large financial investments on the basis of what they understood the law to be at this time, unilaterally changing these expectations decades later would disrupt the way the game was operated. Following Federal Baseball, the Toolson Court held that unilaterally changing these settled expectations

\[28\text{ Id.}\]
\[29\text{ Id. at 208.}\]
\[30\text{ Id.}\]
\[31346\text{ U.S. 356 (1953) (per curium).}\]
\[32\text{ Id. at 357.}\]
\[33\text{ Id.}\]
\[34\text{ Id.}\]
would be improper. The Court indicated that if changes were to be made regarding baseball’s anti-trust exemption, it should come from Congress, not the judiciary. Based on the fact that baseball team owners had spent the past three decades developing a business model that was exempt from antitrust laws, the Court stated that, “We think that if there are evils in this field which now warrant application to it of the antitrust laws, it should be by legislation.

The final chapter of baseball’s antitrust judicial trilogy came in Flood v. Kuhn. By 1972, baseball was the clear outlier in American sports, as all other professional sports had been subjected to antitrust scrutiny. The seminal case arose after St. Louis Cardinals outfielder Curtis Flood was traded to the Philadelphia Phillies against his wishes. Flood, not wishing to play in Philadelphia, sued Major League Baseball, stating to the Commissioner, “I do not regard myself as a piece of property to be bought or sold.” In his lawsuit, Flood challenged the reserve clause system that had been in baseball since its creation.

Under this reserve clause rule, a player was team’s property, bound to them for life by this clause, operating almost in an indentured servitude. The clause “reserved” a player’s service to the team that had originally signed him. Additionally, because every major league team used the same standard form contract with all incoming baseball players, Flood had no opportunity to circumvent the system that was restricting his ability to choose where he would play; his only way out of the contract was to be released, retire, or challenge the system in courts.

35 Id.
36 Id.
37 Id.
39 Id. at 260
42 Id.
because the standard contract and reserve system operated in perpetuity.\textsuperscript{43} At that time, no other player had ever attempted to challenge the reserve clause system. Accordingly, Flood’s lawsuit made him the first player to ever stand up for the rights of the players against the owners, and challenge their restraint of trade.

The only way to get around the clause was if a team traded a player to another team, or released him from his contract, which placed him in the open market where any other team could sign him.\textsuperscript{44} Otherwise, a player’s draft team would be the only team that he could ever play for during the duration of his career.\textsuperscript{45} Some of the greatest players to ever step on a baseball diamond, such as Lou Gehrig, Mickey Mantle, Sandy Koufax, and Ernie Banks played their entire career for the team that drafted them, and not by choice; they were bound by the reserve clause system.\textsuperscript{46} Essentially, star baseball players who lived in a free market, capitalist system did not have the right to seek employment elsewhere, unlike in any other profession. This is what Flood sought to change.

The Court ultimately rejected Flood’s argument that baseball’s antitrust exemption was a restraint on free trade.\textsuperscript{47} In an infamous introduction written by Justice Blackmun that originally omitted the names of famous African-American baseball players in a long-winded soliloquy seeking to highlight baseball’s greatest players, Blackmun ultimately refused to disturb the holding of \textit{Federal Baseball}, allowing baseball to remain antitrust exempt.\textsuperscript{48} Again, the Court claimed that baseball would be able to keep its antitrust exemption, and that only Congress would have the power to override this precedent through legislation.\textsuperscript{49}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{43} \textit{Id.}\\
\textsuperscript{44} \textit{Id.}\\
\textsuperscript{45} \textit{Id.}\\
\textsuperscript{46} \textit{Id.}\\
\textsuperscript{47} \textit{Id. at 285}\\
\textsuperscript{48} \textit{Id.}\\
\textsuperscript{49} \textit{Id.}
\end{footnotesize}
Justice Blackmun’s argument, however, fails on a number of grounds. The United States Supreme Court has the inherent power to overturn a decision; it is not hamstrung by any claimed deference to the legislative branch. Flood, an African American, had only to look to the landmark decisions in Brown v. Board of Education\(^{50}\) overturning Plessy v. Ferguson\(^{51}\) to know that the Court has overturned decisions that were in fact incorrectly decided in the past. Justice Blackmun’s argument that “settled expectations” in place in baseball should not be disrupted was flawed: for example, the Court could have ruled that in five years time there would be no reserve clause in future contracts signed by professional baseball players, and that in ten years time all players will become free agents, and so forth.

Such a ruling would have put Major League Baseball on notice for upcoming changes, allowing owners to adjust the business operations side of baseball and prepare for a future without a reserve clause, and the elimination of the antitrust exemption. The Court could have addressed this issue without the help of Congress, and resolved an inequity that has plagued baseball teams to this day. Flood’s unsuccessful efforts were not for naught, as he paved the way for free agency in baseball, galvanizing the other players and creating awareness in the public eye about baseball’s restraint on free trade. Because of Flood’s efforts, today, players who reach six years of service time in the league are allowed to file for free agency.\(^{52}\) Flood's efforts created an opportunity for players to negotiate a contract on the open market, something that Curtis Flood never had the opportunity to do during his own playing career.

\(^{50}\) 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
\(^{51}\) 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
B. The Curt Flood Act of 1998

Congress eventually responded to the crisis of the baseball exemption in 1998. Named after Curt Flood and his tireless efforts to challenge baseball’s reserve clause, the 1998 Curt Flood Act granted baseball players the same antitrust rights afforded to professional athletes in other sports, leveling the playing field and stabilizing labor relations in the sport between players and owners after the disastrous 1994 player strike that led to the cancellation of the 1994 World Series. However, the Act created a vacuum for six categories that still remain subject to the antitrust, namely (1) minor league baseball players; (2) organized minor league baseball; (3) “franchise expansion, location, or relocation,” (4) conduct and agreements related to the Sports Broadcasting Act of 1961; (5) umpires and other employees of organized professional baseball; and (6) any conduct or agreements with persons not in the business of Major League baseball.

Accordingly, although the Curtis Flood Act provided significant bargaining power for major league players, solidifying the strength of Major League Baseball’s player union, which still remains today. However, the Act left franchise expansion and stadium relocation still within baseball’s antitrust exemption. This hole has allowed for contemporary issues with the Oakland A’s, for example, to exist today. Congress limited the power of team owners to freely move into a new market if they so desire, limiting franchise relocation to a vote subject to other owners approval. Therefore, the failures of Congress and the Supreme Court to fully reverse baseball’s antitrust exemption has left teams like Oakland A’s with only one remaining legal remedy to solve their stadium and attendance crisis that has plagued them over the last two decades: litigation.

55 105 P.L. 297
56 Id.
C. Franchise Relocation

Before one is able to analyze the present day situation playing out in Oakland, it is instructive to examine how the Oakland A’s, and many other west coast teams, came to life in the first place. Major League Baseball experienced a wave of franchise relocation in the 1950’s and 1960’s to many western cities in the United States.\(^57\) As the economy grew, Americans headed out west in the mid 1950s, with baseball soon following due to the ease of travel made possible by commercial jets. These economic factors and technological factors together caused many teams to relocate. Accordingly, this fresh wave of cities in the new frontier allowed for baseball teams to sprout up everywhere in the country.\(^58\) The moves of the Brooklyn Dodgers and New York Giants to California in 1958 opened up the floodgates of teams leaving the East Coast to bring baseball to the western states, including the transfer of the Kansas City A’s to the Bay Area as the Oakland A’s.

These relocations were permissible under Major League Baseball rules because these new areas where teams wished to relocate were not a part of any other team’s existing territory. Therefore, unofficial precedent began in which teams could move their franchises, with the approval of the other owners in the league, if they moved into cities that did not already have a major league team. The notable exceptions to this unofficial rule included the markets that had enough population density to support more than one team, such as New York and Chicago, and eventually Los Angeles.

Teams in these cities are able to operate freely without infringing upon the other team’s market share, and thus potential earning power, because they are in fact larger cities with a much larger population size that is able to provide revenue for two teams in the same city. In contrast,

two teams in a small market such as St. Louis would be disastrous for both teams; neither would be able to effectively run a business and make a profit. The sheer lack of population would result in few fans attending games, and would be a tragic business decision for both the teams, and for baseball. If, however, a city is large enough to support more than one team, one may wonder whether or not it should be permissible to allow another competing team to move into that same market.

Unfortunately, the answer is not simple. Stadium issues in smaller cities can persist and create issues for some of teams who moved to these new cities either through relocation, or expansion. For example, the city of St. Petersburg, home of the Tampa Bay Rays, dealt with enormous hurdles in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s to bring a franchise into the Tampa Bay area. After twice losing out on a franchise relocating to Tampa Bay with the Chicago White Sox and San Francisco, St. Petersburg filed lawsuits against Major League Baseball for tortious interference, as well as another attempt to challenge baseball’s antitrust exemption.59

Unfortunately for Tampa, as long as Major League Baseball maintained its antitrust status, it could thwart any attempt by a city to attract a team from another market, similar to the difficulties faced by the Oakland A’s in their attempted move to San Jose. The fight ended up on Capitol Hill where a special committee reviewed Major League Baseball’s antitrust status.60

Ultimately, Congress took the side of Major League Baseball, and upheld their antitrust exemption once more.61 Major League Baseball had once again won its fight against the judicial system and Congress by preserving its antitrust exemption. Fortunately for St. Petersburg, the

60 Id. at 29.
61 Id.
city was awarded a franchise once Major League Baseball announced another wave of expansion in 1995.\textsuperscript{62}

As a new small market team, the Rays, however, faced an even larger uphill battle, one that continues to plague a similar team, the Oakland Athletics, to this day. When a Major League franchise is situated in a low population density area, they are left at a disadvantage in their ability to try and make up the gap in their revenue streams compared to some of their larger-market counterparts. In baseball, revenue primarily comes from the ticket sales, based on attendance, and local television broadcasting rights, based on market size.\textsuperscript{63}

To see how market size may affect a team’s revenue, one could look at the Los Angeles Dodgers, who are situated in the second largest metropolitan area in the country and are able to draw over 3.7 million people to their games each year.\textsuperscript{64} One the other hand, a team like the Tampa Bay Rays have managed to bring over 2 million fans to their stadium only once in their nearly twenty year history as a franchise.\textsuperscript{65} Accordingly, Major League Baseball teams, especially those with lower revenue streams, will cry poor, and claim that turning a profit, and fielding a competitive team is next to impossible.

These claims have surged public opinion for new stadium deals, as the team claims that without a new, publicly funded stadium, the teams will have no choice but to move in order to turn a profit. Baseball is America’s pastime; the last thing any politician wants to see happen to their city is a professional team leave for another market. In Chicago, one has to look no further

\textsuperscript{62} Id.
\textsuperscript{64} Los Angeles Dodgers Attendance, Baseball Reference http://www.baseballreference.com/teams/LAD/attend.shtml
than the city’s White Sox, who pushed state legislators to approve and a pay for a brand new stadium situated on the South Side that the Sox still play in to this day. 66

However, independent studies by Forbes have concluded that such claims are overstated, as its investigators produced financial estimates and franchise values that go against the leagues claims.67 Therefore, if an antitrust case ever went to court, the league would be forced to open its books, something that it desperately wishes to avoid.68 MLB has managed to avoid that potential crisis up until the present day, when the city of San Jose eventually brought its lawsuit against Major League Baseball when the league prevented the Athletics from moving into an existing territory, held by the San Francisco Giants.69

D. Economic Factors Affecting Franchise Relocation

With baseball’s antitrust exemption firmly set in place, in addition to the constant reliance on stare decisis in Supreme Court cases, as well as the lack of antitrust exemption legislation for franchise relocation by Congress has made moving a baseball franchise to another city a nearly impossible task. The most recent example of a successful franchise relocation in baseball occurred when the Montreal Expos moved to Washington D.C. for the 2005 season, in part due to the crumbling infrastructure of Olympic Stadium in Montreal.

Further, poor ownership management resulted in the team teetering on the brink of bankruptcy, which necessitated the other 29 teams in baseball to purchase the team so it could remain solvent.70 Due to the massive declines in revenue from the lack of fan interest in the team, Major League Baseball decided that the Expos were the perfect candidates for relocation.

---

68 *Id.* at 28.
At the end of the 2004 season, the league approved the move of the Expos to Washington D.C., therefore becoming the Washington Nationals.\textsuperscript{71}

All was not well, though, for the new franchise, due to the fact that issues quickly arose when the owner of the Baltimore Orioles, Peter Angelos, sought to protect Baltimore’s television market.\textsuperscript{72} When Major League Baseball, in a joint venture with the other 29 teams, purchased the Expos and allowed the franchise to move to the national’s capitol, the distribution of the market share of future revenues had to be settled between the Washington Nationals, and the Baltimore Orioles, two cities that were only separated by forty miles.\textsuperscript{73} This differs from the issue with Oakland, a franchise that is still privately owned, who were thus was not afforded the same protection and ability to relocate that was allotted to the Nationals when the Expo franchise was moved from Montreal to Washington, D.C.

Oakland did not have this protection because when Major League Baseball purchased the Expos, the goal was to make the franchise more solvent, with eventually higher revenue streams due to a more popular franchise in a new city. The game would grow then, and the sport would become more competitive, and profitable, for everyone involved. Unfortunately for Oakland, this priority was simply not as important.

After the Expos moved, the newly minted Nationals and Orioles worked out a deal where the Orioles held a majority partnership profit in the Mid-Atlantic Sports Network, or MASN,\textsuperscript{74} which was a regional broadcasting network that aired both Nationals and Orioles games. The majority share partnership was a critical component for Peter Angelos and the Orioles before


\textsuperscript{73} Id.

they agreed to anything; with the rise of digital video recording and online streaming of television shows, live sports became the premier destination for advertisers to spend money to reach consumers.

Television network deals to broadcast live sports have become an absolute goldmine for teams, providing a key source of guaranteed revenue every season, regardless of how well the team’s attendance is.\(^7\) This revenue then allows for teams to sign free agents that they wouldn’t have otherwise been able to afford, extend the contracts of their players, and be a generally more competitive team.\(^6\) In 2014, for example, the Los Angeles Dodgers signed a massive 25 year, $8 billion dollar broadcasting deal with Time Warner Cable.\(^7\) It is clear that the ability to broadcast live sports has become a goldmine for every party involved, resulting in deals skyrocketing between teams and television networks worth hundreds of millions of dollars.\(^8\) For the Orioles, having a majority share of the television network meant that they would have millions of dollars more to spend on free agents, stadium upgrades, or scouting, than their counterparts in the nation’s capitol.

Angelos and the Orioles were rewarded for their concession of letting the Nationals move into their territory with a 90% ownership of the MASN network.\(^9\) The 90% stake, however, would gradually be decreased to two-thirds ownership, along with total management control, as well as seventy five million dollars every season paid by the Nationals.\(^8\) Although this was a steep price to pay for the Nationals’ ability to broadcast games on Baltimore’s television

---


\(^6\) Id.


\(^8\) Id.


\(^8\) Id.
network, it allowed them a slice of an extremely valuable pie: live sports broadcasting.\(^{81}\) Therefore, for the first few seasons of the Nationals’ existence, the profits flowed heavily towards the Orioles, thereby favoring their team, and providing for a larger share of current and future revenue to be spent on improvements for their team, rather than the Nationals.

Essentially, the Orioles’ saw a significant advantage in the mid 2000’s when Major League Baseball allowed the Nationals to move into the Orioles’ “market” because the Orioles were awarded the right to telecast the Nationals’ game at a substantial discount for the first six season from 2005 to 2011, only after which the Orioles would have to pay the Nationals “fair market value.”\(^{82}\) Fair market value has become a highly litigated issue in recent years, as live sports broadcasting has become the premier source of advertising dollars for television networks, resulting in an explosion in value of TV deals for sports teams.\(^{83}\)

Naturally, contentious litigation ensued between the Nationals and Orioles after 2011, when the Nationals contended that the “fair market value” should be in the range of $109 million, while the Orioles believed it was only worth $34 million.\(^{84}\) Independent arbitrators ultimately ruled that Washington should be awarded fees reaching upwards of 66 million.\(^{85}\) The decision was appealed, vacated, and litigation is still pending as of May of 2017. Similar to Oakland and the Tampa Bay Rays, Nationals’ officials have stated that the lack of revenue from

\(^{81}\) Id.
\(^{82}\) Id.
\(^{85}\) Id.
broadcasting deals has affected their ability to sign free agents, resulting in an inability to compete on the same level as other teams in the league.\textsuperscript{86}

This illustrates the length that teams will go to protect what they believe to be their market share, and the revenue they feel is rightfully their own. Teams would not by dealing with high costs for attorney fees if it was something trivial on the line, but when there are millions of dollars at stake, teams will fight to the bitter end to protect what they believe is rightfully theirs.

This exact situation has played out in Oakland, who have been involved in a bitter battle with San Francisco to move the team to San Jose. This issue may result in one asking how has the Washington Nationals successful relocation affected the Oakland Athletics’ ability to move their team?

**E. “The Nationals Effect” on Oakland**

The Athletics have long claimed to be hamstrung by their stadium situation, mainly owing to the fact that because they share a lease and a stadium with the Oakland Raiders.\textsuperscript{87}

Further, even with the Raiders move to Las Vegas being announced in early 2017,\textsuperscript{88} Oakland ownership has long complained of that their current stadium lacks the modern amenities to remain a viable location to house a professional baseball team. Oakland has argued that because of these issues, it has prevented the team from fielding a competitive team in comparison to the rest of Major League Baseball, which is partially true; the Oakland A’s have consistently ranked in the bottom of payroll of Major League teams since 2000.\textsuperscript{89} In 2016, for example, the Los Angeles Dodgers, with their new TV broadcasting deal raking in millions of dollars, had an

\textsuperscript{86} Id.
\textsuperscript{87} Elliot Almond, A’s spending Millions to find best site for new Oakland ballpark, Mercury News (Feb. 19, 2017). http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/02/18/as-spending-millions-to-find-best-site-for-new-oakland-ballpark/
\textsuperscript{89} MLB Team Payrolls, http://www.stevetheump.com/Payrolls.htm
opening day payroll of over $200 million, while the Oakland A’s ranked fourth to last with a payroll barely over $80 million.\footnote{Id.}

Because of the systemic issues plaguing Oakland’s stadium, the team has been seeking to move the franchise to San Jose, across the bay from Oakland, and into a wealthier demographic full of Silicon Valley elites. If the team was permitted to move to San Jose, they argue, they would have the ability field a higher payroll based on larger attendance figures from the citizens of San Jose in comparison to those in Oakland. Therefore, they would be able to field a more competitive team than the one they currently have in Oakland.

However, the league has rebuked this attempted move,\footnote{Associated Press, \textit{MLB Denied Oakland's Move to San Jose in June}, USA Today (December 8, 2013). http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/mlb/2013/12/08/mlb-denied-oaklands-san-jose-move-request/3914285/} as Oakland was denied the opportunity to move the franchise to San Jose by the Commissioner and the other 29 teams in the league who vote when franchises wish to move. The San Francisco Giants claimed that the city of San Jose is part of their franchise’s territory, which Oakland ceded to San Francisco in the 1990s when the Giants attempted, and failed to build a stadium in the San Jose Area.\footnote{Associated Press, \textit{San Jose Sues MLB Over A’s Vote}, (June 8, 2013) http://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/9399631/san-jose-sues-mlb-vote-oakland-athletics-potential-move}

Without the necessary votes needed to move their franchise, the A’s have been unable to relocate. Other teams, based on their relationship with the Giants ownership group, have refused to side with Oakland in their attempt to move into the San Francisco Giant’s territory. This differs from what occurred in the Expos move to D.C., because Major League Baseball itself purchased the team and had the authority to move the franchise into an area where it would be more lucrative, i.e. Washington, even though it was within Baltimore’s territory. The “Nationals Effect” of baseball, therefore, has never benefitted the Oakland A’s or even the Tampa Bay
Rays; two teams who wish to move out of their stadiums and cities that they are currently situated in.

With no other routes available for the Oakland Athletics due to the lack of a viable area in the city of Oakland for a new stadium, the city of San Jose sued Major League Baseball claimed an antitrust violation. San Jose, in challenging baseball’s antitrust exempt status, argued that the exemption was limited only to the reserve clause, a position taken up in Piazza v. MLB. The Piazza case began after Major League Baseball blocked the San Francisco Giants owner from selling the team to Vince Piazza, who planned to move the team to St. Petersburg prior to the grant of the Rays franchise in the mid 1990’s.

Major League Baseball argued in opposition of San Jose that the broad, all encompassing antitrust exemption shields all aspects of baseball from antitrust litigation, including league structure and relocation, which judicial precedent has held, and the Curt Flood Act prescribed. Ultimately, the Courts sided with Major League Baseball once again upholding the antitrust exemption and leaving the city of San Jose and the Oakland A’s franchise with no hope for an improved future. When San Jose petitioned for the leave to appeal to the United States Supreme Court, they failed once more.

F. Criticism of Oakland’s Payroll

Public awareness of the issue of the disparity in team payroll in baseball has come into the spotlight in recent years, as the film Moneyball created an understanding of baseball payroll
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inequality like never before. However, some critics have argued that the fault of the Athletics, and their stadium issues in contemporary sports, is not the result of legal precedent constraining their ability to contend with other teams, but rather the frugality of their owner. In an effort to combat the disparity of the rich teams and the poor teams, Major League Baseball instituted a program known as “revenue sharing,” in 1996.

Under this revenue sharing scheme, every professional team pays 31% of their annual net local revenue into the coffers of Major League Baseball, which is comprised of money coming from gate receipts, concessions, merchandise sales, etc. The money is then equally distributed amongst the 30 teams in an attempt to even the playing field between the large market teams and the small market ones. Due to the fact that large market teams have a much greater local revenue stream than small market teams, the large market teams still make a profit and are not squeezed dry by the revenue sharing program. On the other hand, poorer teams receive an influx of cash that can be used to sign free agents, extend their own players, and move towards fielding a competitive team. In 2009, for example, the New York Yankees paid out over $100 million in revenue sharing, all while winning the World Series; the small market Tampa Bay Rays, on the other hand, received $30 million.

For a small market team like the Oakland A’s, it is clearly in their best interest to claim that they are unable to turn a profit and that they need a new, publically funded stadium in order
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to turn a profit and field a competitive team. Until then, they are able to quietly pocket millions each season from teams like the Yankees, and reject any notion of funneling those revenue sharing dollars back into the product on the field. Even with the influx of cash that the Oakland A’s have received every year, they have not been able to top more than an average of 25,000 fans on a per game basis since 2005, even when the team made three consecutive playoff appearances from 2012-2014.¹⁰⁵

However, at the tail end of 2016, Major League Baseball’s Collective Bargaining Agreement expired, and with that came a wave of new rules and regulations to combat this issue of teams not spending the money that they have been receiving in revenue sharing to increase the performance of their on field product. The biggest change affecting Oakland was the news that revenue sharing for the team would be phased out within 5 years, owing to the fact that Oakland, by terms of market size in the Bay Area, was considered one of the largest markets in baseball, and thus would no longer be afforded revenue sharing.¹⁰⁶ It remains to be seen how this will impact Oakland over the next few seasons, but it is certain that a loss of millions of dollars each year will adversely affect the team, or the fans, in some way. The team will either have to decrease their player payroll to offset the loss of money they receive in revenue sharing, or they will be forced to increase ticket prices to make up the difference. Raising ticket prices when the team is not contending is usually a tough sell to a fan base, but decreasing payroll and spending less on players will likely lead to a team that is less successful. This would also likely alienate a fan base, making Oakland’s efforts to field a competitive team in a new stadium even more difficult.

¹⁰⁶ Evan Drellich, Astros’ Payroll doesn’t measure up to market size, Houston Chronicle, (December 6, 2015) http://www.houstonchronicle.com/sports/astros/article/Astros-payroll-doesn-t-measure-up-to-market-size-6680180.php.
However, some critics have argued that it may have no impact on the team at all, because there is no direct proof that the Oakland A’s are even funneling the funds that they receive from revenue sharing back into the product on the field.\textsuperscript{107} Essentially, there is no proof that this will adversely affect the team at all, they argue, because Oakland has consistently had a low payroll every year, struggling to always make do with less.\textsuperscript{108} It remains to be seen how these changes will effect the team, as many baseball pundits will closely be paying attention to the efforts of the Oakland A’s management to see how they will respond to these changes.

\textbf{III. The Future of Stadium Relocation in Baseball}

Almost one hundred years after baseball received its antitrust exemption, issues have continually risen for both the courts and professional baseball teams surrounding what amounts to anti-competitive conduct that would be illegal in any other competitive industry, yet is permissible in professional baseball. Major League Baseball has repeatedly said that they hope to expand into new markets within the next decade, which would potentially allow for the league to create new fan bases in different parts of the country, and potentially the world if they expand into Mexico.\textsuperscript{109} However, it may be extremely difficult to justify expanding and awarding new stadiums in new cities to brand new teams when there are teams saddled with unfortunate stadium issues.

To avoid further litigation with San Jose and Major League Baseball, as well as the Washington Nationals and Baltimore Orioles, baseball will need to locate areas that are viable for teams that will not infringe upon other teams and their territories. If Oakland is not allowed to move into San Jose, baseball could simply keep the status quo and force Oakland to find a viable
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location for a stadium within Oakland, which is what Major League Baseball has pushed for Oakland to do. However, this may not be in baseball’s best interest to keep a team in a city where it is clearly not succeeding financially, or on the field in terms of team performance.

When the Washington Nationals officially moved from Montreal to Washington D.C., they were already a bona fide organization that had players from the Expos essentially putting on a new uniform and moving to a different city. However, a move to a new city did not change things for the team overnight, as the team spent years mired in mediocrity, struggling to field a contending team because of the difficulties new teams face when a franchise moves. It takes years to build a fan base and create generation of fans who will embrace a new team and support them. One needs to only ask fans of the 2016 World Series Champions, the Chicago Cubs, how they became fans, and undoubtedly one would be regaled with tales of how they were raised Cubs fans because their parents were Cubs fans, and then how they raised their own children as Cubs fans.

The best solution for Major League Baseball would be to focus on finding viable locations in the same general area for teams considering a move, rather than uprooting a team and moving them across the country. This could best be served by studying a team’s market, and finding a location that is close to public transportation, near a large population center, and would create an easy path for fans to attend games on a nightly basis. This is one of the issues that the Tampa Bay Ray’s franchise has faced since their inception, as their stadium sits more than twenty miles away from the downtown area without public transportation to easily reach the
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Finding a healthy medium between being close to public transportation, and being in an area with large parking lots would provide a way for thousands of fans to come to a particular area for a home game, boosting that local area’s economy and creating a sort of civic pride in a city’s team.\textsuperscript{114}

If baseball chooses not to intervene and find viable stadium locations for teams such as Oakland or Tampa Bay in their current markets, another solution is to lobby Congress to override the portion of the Curtis Flood Act leaving stadium relocation within baseball’s antitrust exemption. However, the chances of this happening are minimal, based on the lobbying power of Major League Baseball. The City of St. Petersburg wasted years trying to work with Congressional committees that did not seem interested in overturning the antitrust exemption. Additionally, baseball has a stronghold on this ultimate power, and it is unlikely that they would yield it to allow for a team to move their stadium.

Instead, the best solution for the city of San Jose is something akin to what occurred with the Washington Nationals and the Baltimore Orioles. San Francisco, for example, could be awarded a disproportionate share of a broadcasting deal, similar to what the Orioles were awarded. In return, the Oakland A’s could leave their stadium, and move to a wealthier demographic in San Jose, which sits in the heart of Silicon Valley. Major League Baseball approved of an identical move with the Montreal Expos, so there is precedent for allowing the Athletics to also relocate. This potentially allows for a deal that would be acceptable to all parties involved. Oakland may lose a share of broadcasting rights for a period of time, but they would be allowed to move out of Oakland and into San Jose, with a new stadium that San Jose has said
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that they would build for the team. The San Francisco Giants, on the other hand, would lose part of their “territory,” while at the same time profiting from being awarded a disproportionate amount of Oakland’s broadcasting deal. This is in effect free money by simply allowing a team to move south down the bay into a region that is likely split amongst Giants and Oakland A’s fans already.

IV. Conclusion

Major League Baseball will continue to experience issues with franchises wishing to relocate and upgrade their stadiums as long as the sport exists. Until Congress or Major League Baseball decides on a system for teams to move into markets more suitable for profitable revenue streams, small market franchises such as the Oakland A’s and Tampa Bay Rays will be at a disadvantage compared to larger market teams in bigger metropolitan areas. Major League Baseball does not have a salary cap, meaning that teams such as the Los Angeles Dodgers and the New York Yankees can have enormous payrolls compared to small market teams like the Kansas City Royals, Oakland Athletics, and Tampa Bay Rays.

Based on the history of the game, it is clear that Major League Baseball is unconcerned about this discrepancy between the richest and poorest teams. It would be in the best interest to find viable stadiums that will lead to larger crowds and thus larger revenues for the sport. As a revenue sharing sport, Major League Baseball is doing itself a disservice by restricting these poorer teams from moving to new stadiums. Major League Baseball has enough power to push for a move of the Oakland A’s to San Jose, as well as fighting to assist the Tampa Bay Rays in finding a new location for their franchise in the Tampa Bay area. Assisting these two franchises would undoubtedly lead to higher fan attendance, higher payrolls, and another competitive team
in the American League to compete against the Boston Red Sox and the New York Yankees, two of the most popular teams in the sport.

Yet, Major League Baseball and its owners have pushed for lower costs for the players and their salaries even while revenue skyrockets. After peaking at a little more than 56% in 2002, present day Major League Baseball salaries account for less than 40% of league revenue, a decline of nearly 33% in just over 14 years. Additionally, ownership with the new Collective Bargaining Agreement managed to achieve a de-facto “soft” salary cap for exceeding the luxury tax threshold, a figure where teams are required to pay a percentage based tax depending on how high over the threshold they spend on payroll. For the upcoming 2017 season, this figure is $195 million dollars, and teams that continuously go past this figure, which will increase incrementally over the next few seasons, could face a penalty charge of potentially 92%.

Essentially, by having a soft salary cap in place, teams have less incentive to spend over this salary cap amount, which in turn artificially suppresses player salaries, and therefore allows owners to pocket more of the revenue, all because they are owners of a professional sports team. It is paradoxical for Major League Baseball, it seems, to not assist the Oakland A’s and Tampa Bay Rays in their quest for new stadiums. On one hand, assisting the two franchises would lead to an incentive to assist the Oakland A’s and Tampa Bay Rays in their fight for a new stadium, because this would only lead to higher revenues, and thus a potential for higher player payroll, a consequence Major League Baseball and its owners, by their actions, seem to oppose.

It is inarguable that baseball first and foremost operates as a business. While it is a great public relations move every time a Derek Jeter or Cal Ripken Jr. spends their entire career with
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the team that drafted them, hard decisions are made all the time and baseball operates to create a profit for the owners. However, when the drive for profits gets in the way of expanding the game of baseball and incentivizing a culture of winning and fielding a successful team, then support for the game declines. One needs to look no further than the case of the Florida Marlins, whose principal owner, Jeffrey Loria, who has long been regarded as one of the most frugal owner in the game, will turn an initial $158 million investment in the team into a profit that reaches the billions, as he is set to sell the team for $1.6 billion this year. Loria goes to show that there is no incentive to field a winning club when team value is skyrocketing and ownership groups are permitted to pocket millions in revenue sharing.

Unfortunately, because the nation’s pastime is tilting towards its goal of increasing the net profit to the league and the team owners, while simultaneously decreasing and suppressing player salaries and raising ticket prices for the fans, baseball will face a real struggle in the next decade to see how it will grow and develop as a worldwide game. If profit and greed were to be placed aside for a split moment, and if Major League Baseball actively attempted to help small market teams relocate and improve their ability to contend, revenue and global awareness of the sport would increase, and the sport of baseball itself would prosper. Until that day comes, it will likely be business as usual for the rich teams, and economic hardship for the poor ones.
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